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We investigate the implications of choosing a cpo-framework resp. a complete metric space 
framework for defining denotational semantics of languages that allow for recursion/iteration, 
communication and concurrency. We first establish a general framework for the cpo and the metric 
approach. The existence and uniqueness of meaning functions is studied. In the metric case the 
existence and uniqueness of a meaning function can be established under some reasonable assump- 
tions. In the cpo-case we obtain the existence of a least meaning function. From these theorems 
consistency results can be concluded. In the second part we study the impact of the choice between 
cpo and metric for semantics based on event-structures and for semantics based on pomset classes. 
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1. Introduction 
Various methods to define the semantics of languages that allow for parallelism. 
communication and synchronisation have been proposed in the last years. They can 
be classified by several criteria as e.g. operational versus denotational versus axio- 
matic methods, interleaving versus true parallelism approaches, branching time ver- 
sus linear time models, choice of mathematical discipline to assist the handling of 
recursion and the solution of domain equations. 
Three approaches to the handling of recursion in a denotational context and to the 
solution of domain equations can be distinguished: one uses complete partial orders 
and Tarski’s fixed point theorem, the second uses complete metric spaces and 
Banach’s fixed point theorem and the last works with nonstandard set theory. In the 
literature these methods are used as follows: A fixed language 9 with recursion or 
repetition together with a semantic domain M and a cpo (resp. metric) structure on M. 
Semantic operators on A4 are defined and shown to have the desired properties 
(continuous resp. nondistance increasing). For each recursive or repetitive program 
P an associated operator Q, is defined and shown explicitly to have the desired 
property (continuous resp. contracting). The meaning of P in M is then defined as the 
least resp. unique fixed point of QP. 
We exhibit here a very general framework for dealing with denotational semantics, 
i.c. C-algebras. Z consists of a set of operator symbols with associated arity. A C- 
algebra consists of a set M together with an operator CO,~ for each operator symbol 
urZ‘. A special case of a C-algebra is the word algebra _Y(C, I({/‘) which is built from 
identifiersrlrjf’and operator symbolsEX. Elements of 4v(C, 14f’) are called statements. 
A process is a pair (a, s> where s is a statement and CJ a declaration mapping variables 
to statements (by this recursion is introduced). Given an arbitrary C-algebra 
M a meaning function for processes is a mapping Me from processes to M which is 
required to satisfy the following conditions: 
(I) Mr is a homomorphism. 
(II) Mv((o,.Y))= Me(( CT, a(s))) for each .x~lr{j’ (recursion condition). 
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The first condition means that Me should be compositional, the second says that, 
given a declaration 0, the meaning of x is determined by a(x). 
In Theorem 2.12 it is shown that Me satisfies (I) and (II) iff, for each declaration o, 
the function ,f,: 9-M given by Jo(s)= Me((a,s)) is a fixed point of some operator 
@“[o]. Please note that this result does not make use of any additional structure on 
M. Adding metric to M yields the existence of a unique meaning function satisfying (I) 
and (II) (Theorem 3.10). Adding a cpo structure on M yields the existence of a least 
meaning function satisfying (I) and (II) (Theorem 4.4). Given two C-algebras M and 
N endowed with metric and meaning functions MeM resp. MeN then for each 
homomorphism .f’: M+N of C-algebras 
,f‘r Me”=MeN 
which can be interpreted as a consistency result (Theorem 3.11). In the case of a cpo 
structure on M and N the homomorphism ,f’must be cpo-continuous and preserve the 
bottom-element in order to guarantee the analogous result (Theorem 4.8). 
Recently attempts are made to derive some partial order structure from a metric 
space with the intention to transform a metric space semantics into a partial order 
semantics. We show that there cannot be a general way of transforming semantics in 
such a way. 
(1) We show that we may use event structures endowed with metric in order to give 
meaning to a CCS-like language including a concatenation operator ;. The attempt to 
model the same language using event structures with cpo structure fails, as the 
semantic operator for ; is not continuous (Section 5.5). 
(2) We show that pomset classes endowed with metric can be used to model 
a simple CCS-style language without synchronisation whereas this is not possible in 
a cpo-setting (Section 8). 
Whereas the metric approach suffers from the drawbacks that unguarded recursion 
cannot be handled and that is not possible to give an input/output meaning to 
sequential programs using metric (compare [6,7]). the two later results indicate 
situations in favour of a metric setting. 
The paper is organized in 8 sections. Section 2 introduces C-algebras, interpreta- 
tions of C-algebras and abstract meaning functions. A general condition for the 
existence of a meaning function with recursion condition is given. Section 3 introduces 
@complete-metric-spaces. Given a language Y(0,14f‘) over a symbol algebra G with 
guardedness conditions we show that anq’ U-complete-metric-space M can serve as 
a semantic domain for Dy(&, Irlf) and that there is a unique meaning function from 
processes to M satisfying (I) and (II). This meaning function is obtained automatically. 
The consistency of the meaning functions of any two homomorphic @complete- 
metric-spaces is shown. Section 4 introduces C-cpo’s. We show that any C-cpo can be 
used as a semantic domain for a language _Y(Z, IQ”) and that there is always a least 
meaning function satisfying (I) and (II). A weaker consistency result is presented in the 
cpo case. In Section 5 we discuss the issue metric versus cpo in the case of event 
structures. Various classes of event structures have been used in the past to provide 
a true concurrency meaning to concurrent programs. The class of finitely approxi- 
mable prime event structures enriched with metric has been used by [3] and [l] to 
provide a semantics to TCSP (with guarded recursion), yielding an (V-complete- 
metric-space. It is easy to see that the CCS-parallel-operator and the CCS-choice 
operator can be treated alike. On the other hand the class of prime event structures 
with cpo structure has been used by Winskel [14,16] to model CCS, yielding 
a Cc,,-cpo. The metric space semantics and the cpo-semantics for CCS with guarded 
recursion coincide. However, we show that it is possible to define a semantic operator 
for sequential composition (;) using metric which is not possible using cpo. In 
Section 6 we give a brief account of pomsets as proposed by [ 121 which have been 
used in [2] to provide a true concurrency, linear time semantics to a language with 
sequential operator, parallelism and choice. For Section 7 we need to extend this 
operator set to cover the operators in C, which is obtained from CCS by substituting 
the CCS-parallel operator by a parallel operator 11 without synchronisation. yielding 
an @r-complete-metric-space. In Section 7 we construct a homomorphism from the 
G,-complete-metric-space of finitely approximable prime event structures to the 
Or-complete-metric-space of pomset classes. Section 8 shows that it is not possible to 
work with cpo instead of metric in the case of pomset classes when modelling 
a language including choice and recursion. 
2. Denotational semantics 
In this section we define a very general language with abstract operator symbols 
and recursion which is introduced by declarations. 
Definition 2.1. A symbol-alyehru is a pair Z=(Op. 1. I) consisting of a set Op of 
operator symbols and a function 1.1: Op+Wo which assigns the arity IwI to each 
operator symbol w. Operator symbols of arity 0 are called constcrrrr s~rnhols. Corrst(Z‘) 
denotes the set of constant symbols. 
If C=(Op, I ‘1) is a symbol-algebra and Id/’ is a set of identifiers then the associated 
language Iy(Z, Z@) is given by the production system 
s :: = u I .x I w(.sl, , s,). 
where u~C~onst(C), x~l@and crOp, lwl=n> I, s , , . . . ,s,tY(L. Id/ ). The elements of 
_Y(z‘, Idf) are called starrnrerrfs (we-r (C. IQ‘). 
Let Y(Z, I@) be the set of all primitiw ~tutme~t~. i.e. the set of all statements 
.sE~?(C, 140 which do not contain any occurrence of an identifier .u~Irlf: The state- 
ments .sEY(C, Zg/‘) are given by the production system s ::= LI I ~o(sl. . , s,) where 
aEConst(Z‘). QEop, Jo1I=n3 I, s,, . ,S”EY(2‘.Idf’). 
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In Z’(C, Idf) recursion can be introduced by declarations, i.e. functions which assign 
a statement to each identifier. A process over (C, Idf) is a pair (G, s) consisting of 
a declaration r~ and a statement s. If P = (a, s) is a process then the behaviour of P is 
given by s where each occurrence of a variable .X in s is interpreted as a recursive call of 
the procedure G(X). 
Notation 2.2. 9(C,Idf‘) denotes the set of declarations, i.e. the set of functions 
0: Idj+_Y’(Z,I~j’). P(C,ICI~) denotes the set of processes over (.X,1@), i.e. the set of 
pairs (0,s) where a~9(C, 1dj’) and SEY(C, 14f). 
Example 2.3. The language CCS [S-lo] without recursion is associated with the 
symbol-algebra Cccs which consists of the following operator symbols: 
l the constant symbol nil, 
l for each action a~Act an operator symbol ya of the arity 1, y,(s) = a. s, modelling 
prefixing, 
l the binary operator symbol +, modelling nondeterminism, 
l the binary operator symbol 1, modelling parallelism with possible communication 
on complementary actions, 
l for each L tact\ {r) an operator symbol p,_, pL(s)=s\ L, of the arity 1 for 
modelling restriction on actions$lut, 
l for each relabelling function 2: Act+Act an operator symbol 8, of the arity 1, 
d2(s)=s (A}, h’ h w IC IS used for renaming the actions. 
Here Act is a nonempty set of uctions which contains an internal action denoted by 
z. We assume a function ( .) : Act+Act, a H a, such that 7 = z and 2 = a for each action 
aEAct. If LC Act then L= {c(: S(E L}. A relabelling function is a function 2: Act+Act 
with A(r)=? and L(c()=;1(c(). 
The process (a,~) corresponds to Mimers CCS-process 
s[$x(x=a(x))/‘x:x~Idf], 
where s[tx/x: xgIdf] means the statement which arises from s by substituting each 
occurrence of the identifier x~ldj’ by the statement rX. 
Example 2.4. In our examples in Sections 5 and 6 we consider the language 
z?P(C,,Idf) where C1 coincides with Cc,-, except the parallelism operator: In Zi the 
CCS-parallel operator 1 is substituted by the parallel operator 11 without synchronisa- 
tion or communication. 
Example 2.5. The language 9, = YO(C,, 1@) which is considered e.g. in [2] is given 
by the symbol-algebra C, which contains 
l a nonempty set Act of actions as the constant symbols. 
l binary operator symbols +, 11 and ; for modelling nondeterminism, parallelism 
(without synchronisation or communication) resp. sequential execution. 
Definition 2.6. If C=(Op, 1. I) is a symbol-algebra then a C-algebra is a pair (M, OP,~) 
consisting of a set M and a set Op, of operators 
such that Ok,: M”+M is a function where IoI=II. (In the case rz=O w,,,EM.) 
In the following we often omit the operator set OP,~ of a C-algebra and we shortly 
write M instead of (M, Op,),). 
If M and N are C-algebras then a function ,f’: M +N is called a homomorphism iff 
for each whop. Io)=n. 
Example 2.7. Identifying the constant symbol aEConst(E) with the constant 
UE_Y(Z,I@) and the operator symbols whop, 101 =n> 1, with the n-ary operator 
Q: Y(C, lu’f‘)“-+~(C, rclf‘), (s,, . . . . .s,)cIo(sl, . ,s,). 
we get that Y(C, Id/‘) together with Op is a C-algebra 
Remark 2.8. If A is a nonempty set and M is a C-algebra then the space A+M of all 
functions /I: A+M is also a Z-algebra where we define the semantic operators as 
follows: 
(I) For each constant symbol a~Const(C) the function (I~+,,,: A-+M maps each 
<CA to N.~,. 
(2) For each operator symbol 0~0~. lu(=n> 1, the operator 
o,,,,:(A-+M)“+(A+M) 
is given by 
In the following we use this construction of a C-algebra with A = Q(Z, IQ’) or A = 9 
a subset of 9(Z, I@) or A =9(X. I@)- M. 
Our aim is to define a compositional semantics Me: 9(,X, I#+ M which satisfies 
the recursion condition 
Me((a.x))=Mr((a, a(x))) 
for each identifier Sol@ The recursion condition corresponds to our intuition of 
recursion. “Compositional” means that there exist operators on M corresponding to 
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the operator symbols of C such that M is a C-algebra and such that Me((o, a))=~, 
for each aEConst(C) and 
Me(<a, o(sr, . . . ,s,))) = odMe(<a, SI >I, . . . , Me((a, s,))) 
for each operator symbol o~Op, 101 =n> 1. This can be formulated as follows: The 
associated function 
F: 2’(C, Zdf)-@(C, I@)+ M), 
where F(s) : 9(C, Zdf)+ M is given by F(s)(o) = Me((o, s)), is a homomorphism from 
the C-algebra Y(C, Idf‘) to the C-algebra .9(C, Idf’)+M. The recursion condition is 
equivalent to 
F(x)(o)= F(o(x))(a) Vx~ld$ 
On the other hand, given such a function 
F: c!T(C, Idf)+@(C, Idf)+M), 
we get a compositional meaning function Me : P(C, Idf )- M when we define 
Me((o, s)) =F(s)(d 
The recursion condition is true for Me if and only if F satisfies the corresponding 
recursion condition. 
Remark 2.9. If we drop the recursion condition then for each C-algebra M #8 there 
always exists a homomorphism F: 2’(C, I@)+(S(Z, Idf)+M) (and then a composi- 
tional meaning function with semantic domain M). 
In the following two remarks we will see that given an arbitrary C-algebra it is 
possible that there does not exist any homomorphism F: L?(C, Idf‘)-+(CB(C, Itif)+ M) 
with the recursion condition and on the other side it is possible that there is more than 
one solution. 
Remark 2.10. In the case M = Z(C, Idf) where C contains at least one operator 
symbol o of the arity n >, 1 there does not exist a homomorphism F with the recursion 
condition: If we assume that there exists such a homomorphism F with the recursion 
condition we consider a declaration CJ with C(X) = o(x , . . . , x) for some identifier x~ldf: 
Then the statements F(x)(c) and o(F(x)(o), . . . , F(x)(a)) must be the same. This is 
always wrong. 
Remark 2.11. It is possible that there exist more than one homomorphism with the 
recursion condition. Let C = (Op, 1. I) where Op = {a, h, O} with 1 a I= 1 b I = 0, I o I = 1. We 
consider the C-algebra A4 = {O, 1) where u,$, = 0, h&,=1 and o,,{(c)=t, t=O, 1. Then 
F1, F2 : cY(L‘, !rlf’)-(Q(C, Idf’)+M) 
defined by Fi(x)(a)=O if (T(.x)=w~(u) for some k>O. Fi(.u)(a)= 1 if (T(.x)=w~(~) for some 
k30, F,(x)(o)=0 (respectively F2(x)(~)= 1) otherwise, are homomorphisms with 
recursion condition. 
A general characterisation of possible meaning functions is given in the following 
theorem. In this theorem we allow for subsets 9 of declarations in order to be able to 
model also restrictions on recursion, as guardedness. 
Theorem 2.12. Let C =(Op, 1 I) be II .s!,ttzhol-ulychru, % u ,suh.wt of’ %(I, Idf’), M u 
C-algebra und 
u.finc.tion. Then we haue: F is a homotnorphisn~ with thr rrcwsion condition on 9 if’und 
only {f.fbr c>ach declaration 0~ 9 the ,fimctinn 
(1) @‘M[l7](j.)(a)=u*, v’rrEC‘ot~.st(C). 
(2) @*‘[a](.l’)(.u)=j’(o(s)) VJsrldf: 
(3) @‘“[f7](,f’)(co(~s1. ,s,))=U,,,(~‘~[~](,f’)(s,). . ,~“[o](,f’)(s,)),for ulls,, . ,s,E 
PyZ,I@), WEOjl, lo/=t131. 
Proof. Let Y= Y(C, 1df’). Const = Cnnst(Z‘). 
F is a homomorphism with the recursion condition if and only if 
(i) For each aEConst the function F(a): S+M agrees with the function 9+M, 
0 H Li &, 
(ii) F(s)(o)=F(o(x))(o) for each 0~53 and .u~ll(f: 
(iii) F(o(s,, . . . ,.s,))=o~,,,, (F(s,), . . ,F(s,)) for all whop, lwl=~> 1, sl, . ,.s,EY. 
Conditions (i). (ii) and (iii) are equivalent to the following conditions (I),(II) and (III): 
(I) Mu) = UM for each declaration a~9 and each aEConsf. 
(II) ,fb(s)=,fO(o(_x)) for each 0~59 and rEldf: 
(III) ,&(w(s,. ,s,))=w.l(,fb(.sl), ,,fo(s,)) for all 0~9, s,, . ,s,EY, wEOp, 
lol=tz3 1. 
Conditions (I), (II) and (III) are equivalent to the condition that for each ~~53 the 
function jj, is a fixed point of @“‘[a]. - 
Theorem 2.13. Let C=(Op, 1. I) be a symbol-ulgebru, 9 a .subser of’9(C,Icif‘), M and 
N Two Z-algebras und ,f’: M -+ N a homomorphism ,fkotn M to N. !f F : _Y(C, Zcij’)- 
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($34 M) is a homomorphism with the recursion condition then .f c MeM : Po(C, lcff )-+ N 
is u meaning function which satisjes the recursion condition. 
Here P,,(C, Idf )+N is the set of processes (g, s) with a~9 and MeM is the meaning 
,fimction with range M induced by F, i.e. Me”((g,s)) =F(s)(o). 
Proof. By Theorem 2. I2 we have to show that for fixed declaration a~9 the function 
go: Y(C, Illf)+N, 
is a fixed point of @“[o]. 
s,(s) = 1‘ We”(<a, s))), 
(1) If aECon.st(C) then Me”((a, a))=~,. Since ,f is a homomorphism we have 
,f’(aM) = u,~. Therefore 
s,(a)=f(Me”((a,a))=f‘(aM)=aN=~NII~l(g,)(a). 
(2) If xElcif then Me”“((a, u))= Me”((a, o(x))) and therefore 
g,(.u)=.f(Me”(<o, x)))=.f(Me”((g, dx))))=g,(dx))=@NC~l(&)(x). 
(3) If o~Op, lw(=n31, .sl, . . . . s,~2’(Z,I~f) then 
yAo(s,, . . ,.s,))=f(Me”(<a, u(.sl, . . ..s.)))) 
=.f(WM(Me”((a, .sl))> . . . > Me”(<o, s,,)))) 
=W,(f’(Me”((6 SI))), . . ..f’@‘fe”((% h,)))) 
=%‘(&,(S,)r . . ..g.(s,))=~‘[~](g,)(w(sl, ...,&,)h q 
3. Z-algebras in the metric approach 
In this section we introduce the concept of an O-complete-metric-space. O- 
complete-metric-spaces constitute an abstraction of all those properties that are 
necessary to define semantics on the basis of complete metric spaces and Banach’s 
fixed point theorem. Given any O-complete-metric-space M there is by Theorem 3.10 
an automatic way to obtain a meaning function MeM with range M. This meaning 
function is unique, i.e. there is no other meaning function with range M that is 
compositional and satisfies the recursion condition. Hence providing a semantics 
using the metric approach really means constructing a suitable Co-complete-metric- 
space. In addition, if we consider two &complete-metric-spaces M and N for which 
we can establish a homomorphism ,f : M+N then Theorem 3.11 ensures that 
,f Me” = Me” (cf. [S]). 
3. I. Symbol-ulgehrus iz,ith guardedness conditions 
Imposing a metric on a Z-algebra M is one way to ensure the existence of a meaning 
function with range M. The aim is to apply Banach’s fixed point theorem to @“[a] 
thus ensuring the existence of a unique fixed point ,fi and then apply Theorem 2.12 to 
define F. For this purpose we have to exclude unguarded recursion as it leads to 
a noncontracting operator @“[a]. 
Definition 3.1. A symbol-algebra with qmrdedne.ss conditiorzs is a tripe1 (!‘=(Op. / I. 
deg) such that C=(Op, 1. I) is a symbol-algebra and dey : Op+N, is a function with 
O<dey(w)<Iol for all whop. &g(w) is called the degree oj’guardedness of w. 
Statements over (0, Zclf’) are statements over (C, Id/‘). Y(G, IL!/‘) = Z’(2-, Irlf’) denotes 
the set of statements over (e’,1~//‘). We also write Const(C”) instead of Const(Z). 
In the language P’(0, IL/~‘) of a symbol-algebra with guardedness conditions we are 
able to define guarded statements: Each constant symbol is a guarded statement. If the 
degree of guardedness of an operator symbol o is k where 1 <li< IwI then w ensures 
guardedness in its last k arguments, i.e. if si. . , sk are arbitrary statements 
and ii, . . . ,lnmk are guarded statements then ~~([i. . . . .inmk. s,. . ,sk) is a guarded 
statement. 
JP(@, 1&‘) denotes the set of all guarded statements, i.e. the set of statements 
[E_Y(O. Id/I’) which are given by 
i ::= a I o([*, . ,inmk, s1, . ..Q). 
Definition 3.2. A declarution over ((il. Idf’) is a function rr: I+Yg(C,‘, Idf’). ~(6, I@) 
denotes the set of declarations over (G, 1df’). 
A process over (0, ILL’) is a pair (a, s) consisting of a declaration 0 over (e. IL!/‘) and 
a statement s over (0, Zdf’). P(G, 141’) is the set of all processes over (6, I&). 
Example 3.3. The guardedness conditions in the symbol-algebra C,.,., as defined in 
Example 2.3 are given by: The prefixing operator symbols 1~~ are guarded operator 
symbols, i.e. 
de&,) = I ya I = 1 Vu 6 Act. 
The other operator symbols have 0 as the degree of guardedness, i.e. 
rlrg(+)=deg(I)=de!l(p,,)=rlrg(~~)=() 
Hence a statement s~Y(Z,~,, Idf’) is guarded if and only if each occurrence of an 
identifier x in s is in the scope of a prefixing operator symbol. This is equivalent to 
Milners definition of guarded CCS-terms without recursion (see [lo]). In the follow- 
ing Occs=(Cccs, dq) denotes the symbol-algebra with guardedness conditions as 
defined here. 
In the same way we define guardedness conditions for the symbol-algebra C, of 
Example 2.4: O1 =(Ci, deg) coincides with Occs where the degree of guardedness of the 
parallel operator // is 0. 
Example 3.4. Guardedness of statements of the language 5Y0 (see Example 2.5) in the 
sense of [2] can be obtained when we define 
deg(+)=deg(ll)=O, u’eg(;)= 1. 
A statement ~~9’~ is guarded if and only if each occurrence of an identifier .Y in s is 
contained in the second argument of a sequential composition, i.e. there exists 
a subterm s,; s2 of s such that the occurrence of x is in s2. We define C!& to be the 
symbol-algebra with guardedness conditions consisting of the symbol-algebra C, and 
the guardedness conditions deg( + ) = deg( 11) = 0, deg(;) = 1. 
3.2. Co-complete-metric-spaces 
Definition 3.5. Let 0 =(C, deg), C =(Op, 1. I), be a symbol-algebra with guardedness- 
conditions. An O-complete-metric-space (shortly Co-ems) is a C-algebra M such that: 
l There exists a metric 6 = 6, on M, 0 < 6 < 1, such that (M, 6) is a complete metric 
space. 
l For each operator symbol o~Op with lol=n> 1, deg(w)= k the associated oper- 
ator wM : M”+ M is nondistance increasing and contracting in its last k arguments: 
S(O,(~“), Q&)) <max max S(5i> 5:) +. max S(tj3 <;) 
1 QiGn-k n-k+lQj<n 
for all f=(t,, . . ,<,), p=(<;, . . . ,[~)EM”. 
Now we show that for each symbol-algebra 0 with guardedness-conditions and for 
each C9-ems M there exists a unique homomorphism 
FM: 2’(0, Idf)+@(cO, Idf)+M) 
which satisfies the recursion condition. By Theorem 2.12 we have to show that QM [a] 
has a unique fixed point. To do so we show that @“[a] is a contracting function on 
the complete metric space 9(0, Idf)+ M. Then we apply Banach’s fixed point theorem. 
Here the metric on _CZ(O,Idf)+M is defined by 
Lemma 3.6. Let 0 = (Op, 1.1, dey) be a symbol-algebra with guardedness conditions. Let 
B be a declaration ocer (Co, Idf) and M an Lo-ems. Then @“[a] is a contracting 
.se!fimapping of’ the complete metric spacr (Y(6, Iclj’)f‘)--t M), more precise/~: 
s(~C~l(.f;),~Col(.f;))~:6(.f;,.f2) v’.1;~.12:-Ly(@.~llf‘,-M. 
Proof. Let @ = @Co], 9 = Y(0, IdJ), _CP = 9?(G:, rdf’), Const = Const(O). 
First we show that for all statements SEY’ and ji,,fi: _!Z+M: 
&@(f;K~), @(./2)(s))< SUP (w; (i)..Mi)): IcYvL!) 
Second, we will see that for all ,j;,,j;; _Y+M and [GSY’C 
6(.f;(i),f;(1))~~6(J;,f;). 
ud 1. By structural induction on the syntax of ss_Y. 
Basis of’induction: If s = aEConst then @(,/i)(u) = u,,, =./i(u) and UE_ZP. 
If .s=.x~l~@ then @(.f~)(.u)=,/~(a(.u)) and (T(Y)EP. 
Induction step: s=w(sl, ,s,) where s,, ,s,,E_c?? and WEP. 
Then @(j;)(s) = oM(@(,fi)(sl), . , @(,fi)(.s,)), i = 1,2, and 
&@(A )(4> @(.fz)(.s)) 
=&~.M(@(,f;)(S1), “.? @(.fihJ), %f(@(.fZ)(.SlL ... / @(.f;)(&J)) 
<max(6(@(ji)(sJ a(,/;)(~~)): 1 <i<nj (by Definition 3.5) 
<sup (6(J;([), ,f;([)): [EY”) (by induction hypothesis) 
ud 2. By structural induction on the syntax of [EYE. 
L3a.si.s ofinduction: If [=aEConst then ,fi(~)=u,~ and s(.l;(u),f2(~))=0~~6(,f;,,fz). 
Induction step: [=w([,, . . . , (n-k, .sl, . . .,.sJ where o~Op, Jol=n>l, deg(o)=k, 
cl, ,[,_k~-Wg and s,, . . . ,s~E~?. Then 
.fi(i)=w,W(.f‘(il), . . ,.f‘(inPk), .f’(.sl), . . . ,.f’(.~)), i= l,Z 
and by induction hypothesis: 
N/i (ih .f2K))G max max s(.fi (ii)v .fi,(ii))r i max s(.fl tsj)> .f2(sj)) 
lb-k ljk 
Gi Wi> ./;I. Ll 
Since Z(U, Id/+ M is a complete metric space and since @[r~] is a contracting 
self-mapping of Y(G, Idf’)+M (Lemma 3.6) @“[a] has exactly one fixed point. 
Definition 3.7. Let cr be declaration over (0, IL!/‘) and let M be an O-ems. The unique 
fixed point of @“lo] is denoted by ,fi’. 
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Lemma 3.8. Let 8 be a symbol-algebra with guardedness conditions and let IS he 
a declaration over (0, Zdf). Jf M zs an O-ems then ,f ,” is a homomorphism 2’(0, Zdf )- M 
with 
f,“(x)=f:(a(x)) VxEldf 
Proof. It is easy to see that f’: is a homomorphism. If xcldf then 
Theorem 3.9. Let Co =(Op, 1.1, deg) be a symbol-algebru with guardedness conditions. 
For each O-ems M there exists a unique homomorphism 
FM : cY(cO, Idf)-@(O, Idf)+M) 
with F”(x)(o)=FM(o(x))(cJ)for all xeldfand CJES~(~I~,I~~). 
Proof. Let _Y = .Y(O, Idf), 9 = 3(8, Idf). 
Existence: The function FM is defined by FM(s): 23-+M, F”(s)(cr)=f~(s) for all 
statements SET, a~g. Since fy is a fixed point of Q”[~] we get by Theorem 2.12 
that FM is a homomorphism with the recursion condition. 
Uniqueness: Let CJ be a fixed declaration over (0, Ldf) and F: 9-+(9--+M) 
a homomorphism with the recursion condition. Let f be given by 
1’: Y+M, f(s) = F(s)(a) 
By Theorem 2.12 f is fixed point of Q, M [a]. Since aM [CT] is a contracting self-mapping 
of the complete metric space P’+M @““[o] has exactly one fixed point (Banach’s 
fixed point theorem). We conclude that f=,f ,” for each declaration a~~8 and therefore 
F=F”. 0 
Theorem 3.10. Let 8 =(Op, 1.1, deg) he a symbol-algebra with guardedness conditions 
and let M he an O-ems. Then 
MeM : .Y(O, Idf )- M, Me”((o, s))= FM(s)(o) 
is the unique meaning function which satisfies the ,following conditions: 
(1) Me”((a, a))=~, where acConst(0). 
(2) Me”((a, x))= Me”((a, o(x)))for all xcldf 
(3) Me”((a,o(sI, . . . ,s,)>)=Qr(Me”((o, so)), . . . ,Me”((‘J> s,>)) 
for cl11 statements sl, . . . , s,EdiP(CO,Idf) and o~Op, lol=n>l. 
In addition we have that ifs is a primitive statement then Me”((a, s)) is independent 
of the declaration o. 
Proof. Follows immediately by Theorem 3.9. 0 
Because of Theorem 3.10 we may write Me”(s) instead of Me”((a. s)) for each 
primitive statement s. By the uniqueness of a meaning function with the recursion 
condition (Theorem 3.10) we get the following consistency result. 
Theorem 3.11. Lrt C’ = (Op, 1 I. dcy) h tJ u s~nlhol-mlyehra vi'ith prirdednes.s corlditiorls 
and let M and N he t\vo C-cm. lf’f‘: M + N is (I horllornor-phisnl ,fkm M to N thrrl the 
rncwnin~g ,fimction.s Mr” and Mr ’ ow con.si.strnt with resprc’t to f; i.c. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.13 we have that ,f” Me” IS a meaning function which satisfies 
the recursion condition. By the uniqueness of the meaning function in Theorem 3.10 
we get ,f’ Mr”‘= Me”. c1 
Remark 3.12. Note that in Theorem 3.1 I the homomorphism ,f’ need not be continu- 
OUS. 
4. Z-algebras in the cpo approach 
In this section we interpret the cpo approach in our algebraic context. We show that 
the meaning function can be defined as the least homomorphism 
with the recursion condition. In contrast to the metric case it is possible that there 
exist other compositional meaning functions with the recursion condition. Hence we 
cannot guarantee the consistency of the meaning function of homomorphic 2‘-cpo’s. 
Definition 4.1. Let C=(Op, 1. I) be a symbol-algebra. A I-cpo is a Z-algebra D which 
satisfies the following condition: There exists a partial order L,]= g on D such that 
(D, g) is a complete partial order (cpo) and such that for each operator symbol 
o~Op, I wL)( = 17 > 1. the associated operator ~1)~ : D” AD is continuous with respect 
to &. 
Remark 4.2. If D is a C-cpo then also the C-algebra A+D where A is an arbitrary set 
is a C-cpo where the partial order c on A-tD is given by 
In particular the space 9(X, lclf’)+D and also the space Y(Z, 11!/‘)+(53(Z, Idf’)+D) 
are C-cpo’s. 
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Theorem 4.3. Let C = (Op, 1. I) he u symbol-alyebru and D a C-cpo. Then there exists 
a least homomorphism 
FD: P’(C, Illf’)-Q(C, Idf)-D) 
which satisfies the recursion condition FD(x)(o)= FD(a(x))(a) ,for all .x~l~If and 
0E9(C, Idf). 
Proof. It is easy to see that for fixed declaration o the function @“[a] is cpo- 
continuous. By Tarski’s fixed point theorem there exists a least point ,f,” of @“CO]. 
Then we define 
F”(s): .9(C, kff)-D, FD(s)(o) =,f,“(.s). 
By Theorem 2.12 FD is a homomorphism which satisfies the recursion condition. Now 
we have to show that FD is the least homomorphism which satisfies the recursion 
condition. Let F be a homomorphism with the recursion condition and a~g(C, 14f’). 
We have to show that FD~F. i.e. FD(s)(o)~F(s)(o) for all .sE_Y(~,I~~) and 
rJE9(Z, I@). 
Let c be a fixed declaration. We define 
.I’: P’(C, ldf )+D, .f 6s) = F(s)(a). 
Since F is a homomorphism with the recursion condition ,f’ is fixed point of @“[a] 
(Theorem 2.12). Therefore j’t~.fI We conclude that FD(s)(o)~F(s)(a) for all 
SE_Y(C, Idj”). 0 
Theorem 4.4. Let C = (Op, 1. I) be u symbol-algebra and D a C-cpo. Then 
MeD : P(C, Idf)-D, MeD((a, s))=FD(s)(a) 
is the least meaning ,function G : .Y(Z:, ldf)-D which sutisjies the ,follo\ving conditions: 
(1) G((a, a))=u, where a~Con.st(Z). 
(2) G((a, x))=G((o, o(x))) for all x~l& 
(3) G((o, w(.sl, . . . ,s,)))=~,(G((o, SI)), . . . ,G((rr, sn))) .for all statements 
sl, . . . ,s,EY(Z,Idf) and o~Op, (ol=n> 1. 
Proof. It is easy to see that MeD satisfies the conditions (l)-(3). Let G be a meaning 
function .9(.X, Idf)-+D for which the conditions (l)-(3) are true. We have to show that 
MeDgG. 
Let F: LZ(Z, Idf)+(SS(Z, Idf)-+D) be given by F(s)(o)=G((o, s)). Then F is 
a homomorphism with the recursion condition. By Theorem 4.3 we conclude FD E F. 
Then 
MeD((o, ~))=F~(s)(a)~F(s)(o)=G((o, s)) 
for all SE~(Z, Idj’) and OE~(C, IGf‘). Therefore Me”L G. 0 
Remark 4.5. If D is a C-cpo then the meaning Mr”((cr, s)) of a recursive program 
(a, .Y)EY(Z, {.x)) is the supremum of its finite approximations, i.e. <,,c& rt2 L . . . 
and 
Mr”((o, X))’ (‘j &, 
i=O 
where to=lo, ti+r = Y’[a(x)](<i). Here the functions vl[s]: D+D are defined by 
structural induction on the syntax of .sEY(C, (MY)): 
Proof. Let g be a declaration over (C, (.xj ). We know by Tarski’s fixed point theorem 
that the sequence (fl)i~o which is given by 
is monotone and the supremum u,ji is the least fixed point of @“[rr]. In particular we 
have 
MeD( (CT, x)) = fi .fi(.u). 
i=O 
Let ,f’: 9(C, (.Y; )+D be a homomorphism. Then we get by structural induction on the 
syntax of s that Y [.s](,f’(s))=,~(.s). Since for each natural number i the function ,/i is 
a homomorphism we get with a(.u)=s: 
If the sequence (ti)iao is defined by to= I, and ti+ 1 = Y [a(_~)](<~), then we get by 
induction on i that Si=,t(.~) for all i>O. Therefore to L [I c t2 c . . and 
MP”((O. S))= fi ,fi(.K)= llj (i. n 
i=O i=O 
Remark 4.6. In the metric aproach we obtained a consistency result in the form that 
whenever 1‘ is a homomorphism between two 6-ems then the meaning functions are 
consistent (Theorem 3.11). This result is wrong when we deal with C-cpo’s even if we 
require that ,f is cpo-continuous. 
Let C=Cor~stu(w,y) where Const=(u,h), Iwl=l. lyI=2, and ILJ~={.Y). We con- 
sider the following C-cpo’s: 
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(1) D= N,u{co} together with the operators a,=O, bD= 1, yD is the addition on 
natural numbers which is extended on ‘CC in the following way: 
n+m=ccj+n=x’ VED, 
wD: D+D is the identical function, i.e. w,(n)=n for all ngD. 
(2) E = Nou{ x} together with the operators uE= 1, b,=2, yE is the usual multipli- 
cation on natural numbers which is extended on x in the following way: 
n.m=co.n=cc VncE, 
coE: E+E is the identical function, i.e. oE(n)=n for all nEE. 
The partial order L on D resp. E is the usual order < of natural number with a as 
the top element. Then D resp. E is a cpo and the operators yD = + , yE = , cog = wE = id 
are cpo-continuous. 
It is easy to see that f:D+E, ,f(n)=2” if n is a natural number, f(a)=c;~, is 
a homomorphism. Now we show that the result corresponding to the consistency 
result in the metric approach (Theorem 3.11) is wrong. 
Let gC, = .Y(C, I4f), 9 = 9(Z, Idf‘). We consider the declaration c where a(x) = w(x). 
Let ,fD:2’-+D resp. f”:P+E be defined by 
.f D(.q = FD(s)(4, .f E(s) = FE(S)(O). 
Since FD resp. FE is the least homomorphism L&+(9-+0) resp. Z-+(g+E) which 
satisfies the recursion condition we get that ,f” resp. f” is the least fixed point of 
GD[o] resp. @“[a]. We get 
(i) f”(a)=O, JD(b)= 1 and f‘“(x)=O, 
(ii) f”(a)= 1, fE(b)=2 and f”(x)=O. 
On the other side if the consistency result ,f 0 MeD= MeE would be true then 
(.f o.fD)(S)=f(FD(s)(a))=.f(MeD((o, s)))=MeE(<o, s))=FE(s)(4=.fE(.s) 
for all s~~(C,Idf). With s=x we get O=.f”(x)=.f(f”(x))=.f(O)= 1, a contradiction. 
Remark 4.7. One might think that if the given homomorphism is the least homomor- 
phism ,f: D+E then fo MeD equals Me . E This is also wrong: We show that in our 
example there exist exactly two homomorphisms D+E. First the homomorphism 
.f defined asabove:f(n)=2”ifn~fU,,f(~)=crJ. Secondf’:D+E,f’(n)=2”ifnEN,, 
f’(a)=O. 
It is easy to see that ,f’ is indeed a homomorphism D+E. Let g: D-E be 
a homomorphism. We show by induction on n, n 2 0 that g(n) = 2”. In the cases n = 0 or 
n = 1 we have g(0) = g(u,) = uE = 1 and g( 1) = g(b,) = bE = 2. If n is a natural number 
2 2 then by induction hypothesis 
y(r7)=y((n- I)+ l)=<g(n- 1)~~/(1)=2”~’ ,2=2”. 
Now we have </(n)=2” for each natural number II. We have to show that .cl(r_)=O 
or x’. 
Then either g( x)=0 or g( XL)= X. In the first case y=,f’. In the second case g=,/: 
It is clear that ,f“c,fI Therefore J is the least homomorphism D-E. But then again 
the consistency result ,f” Me”= Me” is false: As below we consider the declaration 
CJ with o(.x)=w(u). We saw above Mc)“((a, .u))=O and Me”((a. .u))=O: 
(f’ Mr”)((o, ~))=,~“(ML’~((o, x)))=,f”(O)= I #0= A~c”((o, x)). 
Proof. First we show that for fixed declaration CJ ,f‘ ,j’,“=,fi where j’,” resp. /‘i 
denotes the least fixed point of @“[o] rcsp. @“[a]. By Tarski’s fixed point theorem WC 
know that 
where uT;o hi denotes the least upper bound of the (monotone) sequence (hi)i~o and 
where 
are defined by induction on i: 
.fl+I=@Dc~l(.fl)~ <Ii+ 1 =@“lal(Cji). 
We show by induction on i that j’ ,f;=qi. 
Basis qf inductim: For all SE Y(C, Idf’) we have 
(.f’ .f;,)(.~)=.f’(.lo(.s))= f’(lll  I,: =~lo(.s). 
inductim strp i =s i+ I: By induction hypothesis we have ,f’ ,f;=.Lli. We show by 
structural induction on the syntax of .sEP’(C, I@) that ,f’(,fi+ 1 (.s))=qi+ 1 (s). 
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If s=a~Const(C) then fi+I(a)=~D[~](f~)(a)=~D,si+l(a)=~E[~](~)=a,. Since 
.f is a homomorphism we have 
.f‘(f;:+l(a))=f(uD)=Q~=Yi+l(U). 
If s=xElcif then 
.fi+ 16) = @“Cal (,m) =.L(4.4), 
Yi+l(x)=~EC~l(gi)Oc)=gi(a(x)). 
By induction hypothesis we get 
f‘(.fl+1(X))=f(fi(~(X)))=Yi(6(Y))=gi+1(X). 
Ifs=@,,... , sn), whop, Iol= n 3 1, then we have by induction hypothesis applied to 
the statements sr, . . ,s,: ,f(fi+ l(sj))=gi+l(sj),j= 1, . . . ,n. By definition of @“[rr] resp. 
@“[a] we get 
.f (.fi+ I(s))=f’(oD(f;(sl)? . . . 5 .fhn))) 
=~d.f(.ix~l))~ ..’ ?.fi(S”))) 
=mE(gi(Sl)r ... 7 Si(sn))=Ui+l(s). 
Since f is cpo-continuous we have 
.f(.f~(s))=.f 
( 1 
i .fits) = (J .f(.fi(S)= (j gi(s)zf‘f(s) 
i=O i=O i=O 
for all sgLF(C, Idf). We conclude: f t = f 0 f ,“. 
Since F”(s)(c~)=,f f(s), F”(.s)(o)=f f( ) s as we saw in the proof of Theorem 4.3 we get 
f(Me”((g, s)))=.f(F”(s)b))=.f(,ft(s)) 
=.f f(s) = P(s)(a) = MeE((o, s)). 0 
5. Denotational event structure semantics 
Event structures endowed with cpo have been proposed by [14,16] as semantic 
domain for CCS. Event structures with metric have been used in [3] to model TCSP. 
We briefly sketch that the latter approach carries easily over to CCS and Co and then 
we discuss in Section 5.5 the issue cpo versus metric for event structures. 
5.1. Prime event structures 
A natural domain for modelling a representation for processes which formally 
allows to distinguish between parallelism and arbitrary choice, i.e. a noninterleaving 
representation, is the class of event structures, a special kind of directed graphs, which 
were introduced in [l I]. Each node, called event, represents an action occurrence 
cl~Act of a process. The edges describe causal dependency between actions. In 
addition, there is a relation, called conflict relation, on the nodes which contains all 
those pairs of events which exclude each other. Events that are neither in conflict nor 
causally dependent may be executed in parallel. i.e. independently. Many different 
types of event structures have been defined (see [ 151). Operators on event structures 
for modelling the TCSP-operator symbols are defined in 131. References 114,161 
introduce operators on event structures corresponding to the CCS-operator symbols. 
Definition 5.1. c=(E, <, #, I) is called a prime event .sfruc~ure iff E is a set (of events). 
<is a partial order on E (i.e. < is a transitive, reflexive, antisymmetric relation on E), 
I: E+Act is a function, called the /nhel/in~~,fi~n~tion and # is an irreflexive, symmetric 
relation on E, called conjiict relation, which satisfies the cmflict inkeritmcc 
and such that for each event GEE the set rl= je’~E: e’<ej is finite. 
If E=(E, <. #, I) is a prime event structure then depth(E)=sup (depth,(r): eel? j 
where 
rleptkc(e)=sup[nEN,: 3e, ,..., e,,~l? CJ,<P~< ... <e,=~‘l. 
Here r<e’ means (e<r’)r\(e#r’). 
A prime event structure E is called jinitrly appwuimuhle if for each nsNO the set 
&[n]= (PC& u’epth,(r)<rz) 
is finite. 
In the following we write depth(e) instead of depth,(e) and E;[~T] instead of E,[n]. 
Two prime event structures ei=(Ei, di. #i, /i), i= 1,2 are imnorpkic (denoted by 
c1 =E~) if there exists a bijective mapping ,f’: E,+E2 such that I, /‘=/, and 
(I) cl <, ez 0 .I’(e1)G2 f‘(ez) V’rl.eZ~E1, 
(2) el # 1 e2 0 .I’(eJ #2 .f’(e2) V’el.e2~El. 
In the following we abstract from the names of the events, i.e. we will not distinguish 
between isomorphic prime event structures. In the cases that the names are of 
importance we will speak of plain prime event structures. 
Definition 5.2. PlainPrimeEr denotes the set of plain prime event structures (where the 
events belong to some fixed set). PlainFinPrirneEc,, denotes the subset of finitely 
approximable plain prime event structures. 
PrimeEc denotes the set of all prime event structures (i.e. isomorphism classes of 
plain event structures). FinPrimeEro denotes the subset of all finitely approximable 
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prime event structures. FinPrimeEv is the set of all ozFinPrimeEvo, E#@, where 
@ denotes the empty event structure (0,8,0,@. 
Prime event structures can be depicted graphically by representing events as boxes 
(inscribed with the event label) and connecting them with their direct predecessors 
and successors. A conflict between two events e1,e2 is a direct conflict if no prede- 
cessor of eI is in conflict with e2, no predecessor of ez is in conflict with e, and no 
predecessors of eI and e2 are in conflict. Direct conflicts are depicted graphically by 
a broken line. Example: The event structure E=(E, <, #, 1) with E = {e,,e,,e,}, 
el <e2, e, #e3 (and e2 # e3), I(eI)=a, l(e2)=/I, l(e,)=y is shown as 
q 
Definition 5.3. Let E=(E, 6, #, I) be a prime event structure, A c E. A is called 
left-closed iff each predecessor of an event eE A belongs to A, i.e. if eE A, e’E E, e’ < e 
then e’EA. If A is a left-closed subset of E, then the event structure Er A is defined by 
.srA=(A, <nAxA, #nAxA,IIA). 
It is clear that E[n] is left-closed. The n-cut of an event structure E is defined by 
5.2. Prime event structures as a Co-, Cccs-req. Cl-algebra 
Semantic operators on prime event structures for choice (+), prefixing, the parallel 
operator 11 without synchronisation, the parallel operator 1 with CCS-style syn- 
chronisation, restriction and relabelling have been introduced by [3,13,14,16] and 
are to be found in the Appendix A. Here we define a semantic sequential operator. 
Ed; &2 arises from &I when we append to each “maximal conflict-free”, left-closed and 
depth-finite subset A of E, a copy of c2. 
Definition 5.4. Let E=(E, 6, #, 1) be a prime event structure, AZ E. A is called 
l co@ict-flee iff A does not contain conflicting events, i.e. 1 (e # e’) for all e, e’E A. 
l maximal conjlict-free iff A is conflict-free and each event in E\A is in conflict with 
some event in A, i.e. if e’EE\A then e# e’ for some eEA. 
l depth-finite iff depth(A) = sup {depth( e : eEA} is finite. Here we take the supremum ) 
in N,u{n;). 
Definition5.5. Let ~~,~~~PrimeEv, ci=(Ei, Gi, #i,li), i=1,2, E,nE,=@. Then 
~1; EZ=(-& <, #,I), 
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where E= E,u{(A,e): AEK, AGES} and where K denotes the set of all left-closed, 
maximal conflict-free and depth-finite subsets of E,. The partial order < on E is given 
by 
el<e2 - (el,e,~E1~el~lez) 
v (erE.4, e2=(A,e) for some etzEz, AEK) 
v(el=(A,e;), e,=(A,e;)for some AEKr\e;G2e;). 
The conflict relation # on E is the smallest conflict relation on E which satisfies: 
(1) cl # 1 e2 * el #e2, 
(2) el #2 e2, AEK - (A,eI)#(A,e2). 
The labelhng function I: E-Act is defined by 
‘(e)= 
/r(e): eEE,, 
I,(e’): e=(A,e’) for some AEK, e’EE,. 
Example 5.6. Let aI be 
and let s2 be 
Then or; ~~ is given by 
Example 5.7. Let s1 resp. &2 be given by 
Then si; e2 is given by 
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Prime event structures together with the operators 11, + and ; form a C,-algebra where 
the constant symbol a~.4ct of C, is represented by the prime event structure which 
consists of a single event labelled by x. 
Remark 5.8. ; as an operator on PrimeEc is not distributive over +. For example: Let 
&i= q , i=1,2,3, 
then 
In order to be able to deal with recursion we first consider the metric approach. 
5.3. Finit&, upproximahle prime event structures as un Occs-ems resp. Cl,-ems resp. 
C@‘rn.s 
Following [3] we define the distance d(~i,e~) of event structures ~,,a~. 
Definition 5.9. Let d : Fink-imeEt+, x FinPrimeEq,-[0, l] he dqfined hq 
It is shown in [3] that (FinPrimeEvo, d) is a complete ultrametric space. Since 
FinPrimeEr is a closed subspace of FinPrimeEco FinPrimeEzl is also a complete 
ultrametric space. 
Remark 5.10. Applying Definition 5.9 to arbitrary prime event structures yields the 
problem that the distance of two distinct prime event structures may be 0. Hence 
PrimeEzl is a pseudo-metric space, but not a metric space. 
FinPrimeEv@ is closed under +, 11, I, ;, prefixing, restriction and relabelling, i.e. if 
Em, E2EFinPt-imeEt+, then Ok’, E, op &,~FinPrimeEro where opt [ +. /l,l.;) and where 
op’ is a prefixing, restriction or relabelling operator. FinPrimrEr is closed under +, 
11 and ;. Since @cFinPrimeEv, and since the event structures which consists of a single 
event labelled by rEAct belongs to FinPrimeEi; we get: FinPrimcjEr,, is a z‘CC.s- resp. 
,X,-algebra, FinPrimeEv is a Co-algebra. In [3] the semantic operators for TCSP are 
shown to be nondistance increasing resp. contracting. Similarly we get the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 5.11. The rzondeternlinistrt oprrutor +, the purullel oprrutors 1, mtl 1. fh 
restriction and the relahelling operators und the sequence operator: us operators on 
FinPrimeEv@ are nondistance increusiny. The prqfiving operutors on FinPritneEr:,, urp 
contracting. In addition the .srqurncr oprrutor: us an operutor on Fin Primc)El: is 
contracting in its second urgument. More precisrl~~ 
d(E1;EZ,E;;E;)~max(d(c,,c’~), id(e,.c;)). 
d(cc E, x E’) = +. d(c, c’) 
,ftir all E, E’, Ed, .z;E FinPrimeEvo, cl. e; E FinPrimeEr. 
Proof. Easy verification. 0 
By Theorem 5.11 we get the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.12. FinPrimeEv@ is an fi ccS-ct?ls and an cl-ems. FinPrimeEc is un bo-c,ms. 
By Theorem 3.10 we get event structure meanings for the languages CY(CC.C.,s. ldf’) 
and P(OO, Idf‘). In the following we write eu,,,((o. s)) instead of Mtj”((a, s)) where 
M = FinPrimeEvo or M = FinPrimeEv. The resulting event structure semantics is 
a branching time since; is not distributive over +. 
Remark 5.13. The reason why we deal with nonempty event structures in the case 
CJ= Q, is that the sequence operator on FinPrimeEvo (instead of FinPrimrEr) is not 
contracting in its second argument: If F: # E’ then d(@; C, 8; c’) = d(~. E’). 
Example 5.14. Let s be the following primitive statement: s=(r 1, x); ( /I’+/$ (y lid)). 
Then 
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If o is a declaration with G(x)=(c( + /?) ; x then 
oz a . . . cd . . . 
e~,m,(<~, s))= I 
Lx 
q 
. . 
. . . 
5.4. Plain prime event structures as a Cccs- resp. C,-cpo 
Winskel gave in [14] a denotational semantics for CCS using plain prime event 
structures. Plain prime event structures together with Winskels partial order form 
aC ccs- resp. C,-cpo. 
Definition 5.15. (Winskel [ 141). 1f E = (E, <, # ,I) and E’ are plain prime event struc- 
tures then 
E’ E E :o E’ = srA for some left-closed subset A of E. 
It is easy to see that g is indeed a partial order on PlainPrimeEv which turns 
PlainPrimeEv into a cpo with bottom element @ It should be noted that the analogous 
definition for PrimeEu yields a preorder which is not complete (see Appendix B). For 
semantic purposes the fact that this is a preorder does not cause severe problems for 
the following reason: semantic operators on PlainPrimeEv can be adapted to the case 
of PrimeEv in such a way that the isomorphism class of a fixed point of an operator on 
PlainPrimeEv is a fixed point of the adapted operator on PrimeEv. In particular, 
Winskel gave continuous operators for CCS on PlainPrimeEv that adapted to PrimeEv 
coincide with our operators on PrimeEv. PlainPrimeEv is a Co-cpo and C,-cpo. By 
Theorem 4.4 there exists a least compositional meaning function 
ev cpo : P(C, Idf )-+PlainPrimeEv 
with recursion condition where C= Cccs or C= Ci. evcpO coincides with Winskels 
semantics. Still, it can be considered as a drawback of the cpo-based event structure 
approach that one has to work with plain prime event structures instead of isomor- 
phism classes. The definition of operators tends to become awkward as the names of 
events are relevant. In the metric approach these difficulties do not arise. 
5.5. Prime event structures as C-cpo versus O-ems 
In this section we give a brief account of the pros and Contras for the C-cpo 
approach resp. the O-ems approach in the case of event structures. 
A first observation is that if o~9(G,,,, 1&) (resp. 9(Oi, Id/‘) then the semantics 
coincide. i.e. 
ePcm\( 0, s), = [eccpo( (a. s))] . 
for all statements s~lo(C,~,~,, Id/‘) = 2’((L’:css. rQ!l’) resp. .sEY(C,, Zcif’)= Y(61, Id/‘). As 
e~,~~, can handle unguarded recursion. e.g. t~~,~,,( (0, x)) = Q’I where a(x) = z, u,_, could 
be considered as an extension of e~,,~,. Consequently for each process 
((G. s))~.uP(z‘cc~, Id/‘) (resp. .P(Ci, IQ’)) the plain prime event structure r~,,,((o, s)) is 
finitely approximable, i.e. the range of ePCPO is PluinFinPrirneEz~o. 
However, PlainFinPrimeEco together with the partial order of Definition 5.15 does 
not constitute a complete partial order forcing us to choose PluinPrimeEr as the range 
of cl’,p”. 
Example5.16. If e,=(E,,8.8,1,) where E,=(1,2 . . . . . II), l,,(i)=%, i=1,2 ,.... II, then 
the sequence (E,,),~,, in PlainFinPrimeEi~o is monotone but the supremum does not 
exist in FirlPrimeEr!o. The isomorphism classes of s1,sZ,s3, . can be depicted as 
follows: 
A second observation concerns the sequence operator. The sequence operator; on 
(plain) prime event structures is not monotone (and therefore not cpo-continuous). 
Let si =(Ei, d i,@.li), E; =(E,, < ;,8./;) and e=(E, <,0,/) where E, = (0,). E2= 
( c , , e 21, E,= {e), Ii(ei)=I;(ei)=x, l’i(ez)=P, r,(e)=? and c, <‘,e2 in s’i then 
and si r= e; whereas c,; s $8;; c since 
[c,;c].=~ ---) a 
We recall that in the metric approach we had also a problem with the sequence 
operator since ; ’ as an operator on FinPrimeEt+, is not contracting in its second 
argument (Remark 5.13). Since the restriction of: on FinPrimeEr is contracting in its 
second argument we were able to deal with FirzPrimrE:r instead of FinPrimeEro 
since FinPrimeEr~ is also a complete metric space which is closed under +, 11 and ; and 
which contains the associated event structure meaning of the constant symbols 
x~C’on.st(C’~). In the cpo approach we cannot restrict the semantic domain 
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PlainPrimeEv to some subspace D such that Theorem 4.4 can be applied: If we want to 
define a plain prime event structure semantics for P(Ce, 1@(f) by Theorem 4.4 which 
uses the semantic operators defined in Section 5.2 and the partial order c_ then we 
need a subset D of PlainPrimeEv which is closed under +, 11 and ; and which satisfies 
the following three conditions: 
(i) For each a~Act D contains a plain prime event structure which consists of 
a single event labelled by CI. 
(ii) D together with the restriction of c on D is a cpo. 
(iii) ; as an operator on D is cpo-continuous. 
But such a subset D does not exist since if condition (i) is true and if D is closed under 
; then we may assume that the plain event structures s1 E; and E of above belong to D. 
We saw that s1 E s’i and cl; Ed E;; E. Therefore ; as an operator on D is not monotone 
and condition (iii) is violated. Here we assume that Act contains at least two elements 
cr#/X One might think that for fixed declaration OE~(C~, Idf’) the function @[o] has 
still a least fixed point ,f, (and then the meaning of (a, s)~9(Ce, Idf) could be defined 
as fO(s)). In general this is not the case: Let c be defined by CJ(X) = x; CI and a(y) = y for 
all y~ldf; yfx. For each action fl~Act let 
.fa: L?(Co, Zdf’)+ PlainPrimeEv 
be the unique homomorphism with 
fo(y)=O for all YE~CJJ yfx, 
.f,cx)=E where [&I== •iI] + [PI -, [PI -+... 
Then fp #fy if fl# y and each homomorphism fb is a fixed point of @[a]. 
If CJ is a declaration in 9(00, I@) then we know by the metric approach that @[a] 
has exactly one fixed point. One might think that the unique fixed ,f, could be 
computed by iteration in the typical cpo-style, i.e. if f. =0 (the bottom element of the 
cpo 9(,X0, Idf )+PlainPrimeEv) and ,h+ 1 = ~[~](fi) then (fi)i~o is a monotone se- 
quence with f. as least upper bound. This is also wrong since in general the sequence 
(fl)i*O is not monotone: Let cr~g(fi~, Idf) with o(x)=a; x and a(y)=P; x; y and let 
(,jJiaO be defined as above. Then the isomorphism classes of J(x) resp. j;(y) are given 
by 
fib): q 1 f1(y): El 
fz(x): q + la> fz(Y): [PI -+ q + q 
f3b): q + IE + Ia> f3(y): [PI + q + q + q 
We see that f2(y) d f3(y) and therefore f2 @ f3. 
Hence we conclude that the sequence operator can be treated in the metric 
approach but not in the cpo approach. 
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6. Denotational pomset class semantics 
Pomset classes are introduced in [12]. They are used to describe the true parallel- 
ism and linear time behaviour of processes. Reference [2] uses the metric space of 
pomset classes to define a noninterleaving semantics for the language 9(X0, Idf). 
Pomset classes form an 0,-ems and the meaning function which is given by The- 
orem 3.10 coincides with the meaning function of 121. Pomsets can be defined in 
various ways. One way is to look at a pomset as a conflict-free event structure. 
Definition 6.1. A prime event structure E=(E, <, #, I) is called con$ict-fjee iff # =@. 
Conflict-free prime event structures are also called pomsets. 
Porn@ denotes the class of all finitely approximable pomsets, Porn denotes the 
subclass of nonempty pomsets. 
Ifs=(E,<,#,I)isapomset(i.e. #=@)wewriteshortly~=(E, <,!).Itiseasytosee 
that Porn0 and Porn are closed subspaces of FinPrimeEoo. In particular Porno and Pom 
(with the subspace metric) are complete ultrametric spaces which are closed under 
prefixing, relabelling and the sequence operator; and under the parallel operator 11. In 
addition Porn0 is closed under restriction. 
Definition 6.2. Let Porn; denote the class of all closed subsets of Porn. The elements of 
Porn; are called pomset classes. Porn * denotes the subclass of all nonempty pomset 
classes. 
Definition 6.3. The metric d on Porn induces the Huusdo#metric on Porn; (which is 
also called d): 
sup inf d(p, q), sup inf d(p, q) 
PEII, pelir PE112 pem, 
for all HI, H,EPom* and 
d(H,@)=d(@,H)= :, 1; ;‘=‘;;‘m*’ 
The restriction of d on Porn* is also denoted by d 
In [4] it is shown that the Hausdorff-metric on the set of nonempty and closed 
subspaces of a complete ultrametric space yields a complete ultrametric space. Hence, 
(Porn;, d) and (Pom*,d) are complete ultrametric spaces. In order to model 
9(,X1, Idf) we extend the definition of [2] for +, 11 and ; by definitions for prefixing, 
restriction and relabelling as follows. 
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Definition 6.4. Let H, H,, H2 be nonempty subsets of Porn. Then 
H,+Hz=HluH,, 
H,IIH~={PIIIP~: PIGHI, pz~H2), 
H,; Hz= (PI; ~2: PIEHI, PZEHZ}> 
r.H=(rx.p: p~H1, 
H\L= {p\L: p6H, p\L#fJ), 
H (2) = {p(A;: ,wH’ I’ 
where aE Act, LG Act\ $1 and 2: Act-+Act is a relabelling function. 
We extend the operators on the empty set as follows: 
H op f#~=@ op H=H where opE(+, II,;), 
sl.@={O), 
@\L=@jn) =0. 
It is easy to show that for all H, H,, H,EPom$ the sets HI +H,, HI 11 HZ, HI; H,, 
x. H, H\L and H {A) are closed and do not contain the empty pomset, i.e. if 
HI, Hz, HEPorn; then H, +H,, H, 11 Hz, H,; H,,x. H, H\L, H{11}EPom$. Since Porn 
is closed under +, 11 and ; Porn* is closed under +, I/ and ;. Reference [2] has shown 
that +, )I and ; are nondistance increasing operators on Porn* and that ; is contracting 
in its second argument. In particular the prefixing operator as a special case of the 
sequence operator is contracting. It is easy to see that also the restricting and the 
relabelling operator on pomset classes are nondistance increasing. Hence, Porn; is an 
G1-ems where the constant symbol nil is represented by the empty pomset class 8. 
Porn* is an 0,-ems where the constant symbols MEAct are represented by 
As mentioned in [2] there are some problems with the parallel operator 1 with 
synchronisation on pomset classes. The parallel operator corresponding to the intu- 
itive understanding of the synchronisation of CCS is not nondistance-increasing. For 
this reason we cannot deal with pomset classes as a Lo,,,-ems. 
By Theorem 3.10 we get pomset class meanings for the languages P(O1, Idf) and 
Y(cO,,Idf’). In the following we write pom*((o, s)) instead of Me”“((o, s)) where 
M = Porn; or M = Porn*. Since ; distributes over + the resulting pomset class 
semantics porn* is a linear time semantics. 
Example 6.5. Let s1 = cc; /I + y lI(6; y), .s2 = a; y + 7. Then 
pom*(s,)={ EK + [YI, q ) 
If 0 is a declaration with o(r)= 1; I, CT(~)= X; JS+ /j then 
where 
7. A homomorphism from event structures to porn-set classes 
We present a method how to transform a finitely approximable prime event 
structure E into a pomset class which describes the linear time behaviour of E. This 
pomset class represents the set of possible executions of c (as a machine which 
performs its actions with respect to the causal dependency ,< and the conflict relation 
#) where all nondeterministic choices (represented by direct conflicts) are made 
before E starts its execution. 
Definition 7.1. Let &=(I?, <, #. I)EFinPrirnt~E~,,,. A ~ornpor~erlt of F: is a noncmpty 
pomset p of the form I)=&[ A where A is a (nonempty) conflict-free. left-closed subset 
of E. A component p=~r A of E is called mu\-irnal iff A is maximal with respect to the 
conflict-freeness, i.e. maximal conflict-free (see Definition 5.4). 
Definition 7.2. Let X0(c) denote the set of all maximal components of E. 
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Example 7.3. Let E be given by 
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< 
-@ 
a I’ , 
I 
, 
I 
Then E has exactly three maximal components 
[PI + q ? q -[pI-Pz 
and 
< 
CI 
Example 7.4. If E’ is 
4 
G! 
then E’ has only one maximal component. This is 
q -cpl 
Remark 7.5. In general X,(E) is not closed. For example: Let E =(E, <, #, 1) with 
E={O, 1) x N, and 
(i,j)<(k,h) :o (i=lr\j<h)v(i=kr\j=h) 
and where # is the smallest conflict relation on E which contains #’ where #’ is 
given by 
(i,j)#‘(k,h) :o (i=Or\j>lr\k=l~h=j+l)v(i=k=j=O~h~l). 
The labelling function I: E-+,&t maps each event ee.5 to a fixed action crE Act. 
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Then the sets A, are maximal conflict-free and left-closed where 
A,={(l,j): O<j<m+ l)uj(O,r?r+ I), (O,m+2)}. 
The components &[.A, are given by 
m=o: 
m= 1: 
The sequence (p,),> 1 where pm - &[A, converges to cr.4 with A= ((l,,j): ,j~N,j 
This is a component of E but not a maximal component of E. &[A is contained in the 
maximal component s r A’ where A’ = A u ((0,O) ) 
Remark 7.6. If depth(s)< zc then the event set E of E is finite. Therefore, the set of 
left-closed and conflict-free subsets of E is finite. In particular, X0(s) is finite and 
closed. 
Theorem 7.7. We hucrjbr ull E, ~r,~~~FinPrirneE~~: 
(a) X0(&r +~~)=.K~(sr)+&(s~), 
(b) &(s, II &z)= XI(Q) II &(ezh 
(c) &(El; E*)=&(Ed ; slw 
(d) .&(~.E)=x.&(E), 
(e) X~(E\L)=X~(E)‘~L, 
(f) 3C ( ‘2’ =x&&)(n). OE( I 
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Proof. (a)-(f) are easy verifications if one of the event structures is empty. (d) follows 
by (c). We omit the proof of(e) and (f). 
Let Ei=(Ei, #i, li), Ei#~, i= 1,2. We may assume w.1.o.g. that El and E, are 
disjoint. We consider the representative (E, <, #, 1) of E = s1 op s2 which is defined as 
in the definitions for +, 11 resp. ;. 
In the following X(E) denotes the set of all components of E. 
(a) First we show that X(sl +E~)=X(E~)+X(E~). 
“G”: Let &[A be a component of E. Since A is a conflict-free and left-closed subset 
of E= EluEZ and since each pair (el,ez) of events e,cEl, e2EE2 is in conflict, 
A is a left-closed and conflict-free subset of E, or E,. We conclude that Er.4 is 
a component of s1 or s2. 
“2”: Each conflict-free and left-closed subset A of El or E2 (with respect to s1 resp. 
Ed) is a conflict-free and left-closed subset of E. 
It is easy to see that &[A is a maximal component of E if and only if it is a maximal 
component of s1 resp. Ed. 
(b) First we show that 3T(.s1 ~IE~)=X(E~)I~ X(E~). 
“G”: Let &[A be a component of e. Since A is a conflict-free and left-closed subset 
ofE= E1uE, the sets AI =AnEr and A,= AnE, are left-closed and conflict- 
free (with respect to e1 resp. sZ). We conclude that sir Ai are components of Ei, 
i = 1,2. We get: 
“2”: For each pair (A,, AZ) of conflict-free and left-closed subsets of El resp. E2 
(with respect to s1 resp. E*) A,uA, is a conflict-free and left-closed subset of 
E with 
(&lrA1)11(&2rA2)=Er(A1uAZ)E~X(EI IM 
Now we show that X0(&r 11 cZ) = &(E~) 11 XO(.z2). 
“G”: Since there does not exist any pair (e,,e,) of events e,EE,, e2EE, which 
is in conflict it follows immediately that A,uA2 is a maximal conflict- 
free subset of E if and only if only if Al and A2 are maximal conflict- 
free subsets of E, resp. E, (with respect to .sl resp. Q). We get that each 
maximal component p of E is of the form p=pr lip2 where P~EX~(E~) and 
PZEsdEd. 
“2”: If p1 and p2 are maximal components of s1 resp. e2 the parallel composition 
p1 j/p2 is a maximal component of E. 
(c) First we show that XO(sl; .zZ)~XO(al); X,(E~). 
Analogously to the first part of(b) it can be shown that if p=~r A is a component of 
E=E~;E~ then pl=~lrA1 is a component of s1 where A1=AnE1. A;=E\A1 is 
a conflict-free subset of {(B, e): BEK, eE E2) where K is the set of finite, left-closed and 
maximal conflict-free subsets of E, (with respect to si). Since each pair ((Bi,ei), 
(B2, e2) with B1, B,EK, B, #B, and r,,ez~E, is in conflict we get that 
(I) either A;=@, 
(2) or A; = {(B, e): egA,J for some BE K and a conflict-free and left-closed subset 
A, and of E,. 
In case (1) we have p = ei r Al E&“(E~). p is a maximal component of E if and only if 
p~.K~(ai) and depth(p)= ~8. 
In case (2) we get (by the conflict-freeness of A) that BG Al. Since B is maximal 
conflict-free we conclude that B= Al and 
If p is a maximal component of c: then A2 is maximal with respect to the conflict- 
freeness in Ed. 
Next we show that .&(~r; sZ)z,XO(~r) ; Xo(.z2). 
If p1 is a maximal component of s1 with depth(p,)= cc then p =pl is a maximal 
component of a. If pi are maximal components Of Ei, i= 1,2, depth(p,) < 33, p1 =F1 [A 1, 
p2=~ZrA2, then A,EK and A=A,u{(A,,e): ecA,i is a left-closed and maximal 
conflict-free subset of E. We get 
p*;p2=(ElrAl); (&,rA,)=&rAEx;(&). 0 
In this section we show that for each finitely approximable prime event structure 
E the closure of X0(s) is a compact subset of Porn. And vice versa, each compact subset 
of Ponz is the set of maximal components of some finitely approximable prime event 
structure. To do so we need a characterization of compact subsets of Porn. 
Definition 7.8. A pomset c~luss of.finite partition is a pomset class HEPorn; such that 
for each natural number n> 1 the set H [n] is finite where H[n]= [p[n]: pcH j. 
Lemma 7.9. Euch pomset class of’,finite purtition is a compact subset of‘ Porn. 
Proof. Let H be a pomset class of finite partition and let (Ui)i., be a family of open 
sets Ui G Porn such that 
We have to show that there exists a finite subcover (Ui,),= , ,,, ,,1 of H. We may assume 
w.1.o.g. that H #@. Since each pomset ~EH belongs to some open set Ui we may define 
N(p)=min(N~lY: there exists ill with B(p, $G Ui), 
where B(p, r) denotes the open ball with center p and radius r. 
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Claim 1. There exists a natural number n>, 1 with n 3 N(p) for each pomset ~EH. 
Proof. We assume that for each n > 1 there exists a pomset pn~H with n < N(p,). By 
induction on k we define a subsequence (pnJk2 r of(p,),> 1 such that p,,[k] =p.[k] for 
nElk where Ik is an infinite subset of N. 
Let I, be the set of natural numbers and k> 1. Then we can perform the basis of 
induction (k = 1) and the induction step (k - 1 * k) simultaneously. 
Since H [k] is finite and since the finite set of pomsets p,[k], ncl,_ 1, is contained in 
H [k] there exists a natural number n,EZk_ 1 and an infinite subset I, of I,_ 1 such that 
(i) nk>nk_l (where no=O), 
(ii) p,,Ckl =P,Ckl !jnE1k. 
Since d(~,,, P,,+,)< l/2 k and since d is an ultrametric we get d( pnk, p,,_)< 1/2k for all 
m 3 k 3 1. We conclude that ( pnJka 1 is a Cauchy sequence in Porn which converges (in 
the complete metric space Porn) to some pomset p. p belongs to H because H is closed. 
In addition, we have 
d(p,,, p)= lim d(p,,, p.,.)K$ Vk3 1. 
m-tm 
With k = N(p) we get 
HP,,, 1/2”“)~WP”,, Wk) (since nk 3 k) 
= WP, lpkl (since d(p,,, p) <&) 
= B(p, $3) E ui (by definition of N(p)) 
for some iG1. We conclude that n,> N(p,,,). On the other side we have N(p,,)>n, (by 
choice of the sequence (P,),~ 1). This is a contradiction. 
Let n be a natural number with n 3 N(p) for each pomset p in H. Since H [n] is finite 
there exists a finite sequence pl, . . . ,p,inHsuchthatH[n]={pj[n]:j=l,...,m).For 
each j, 1 <j<m, there exists an index ijEl with 
Claim 2. HGC_J~~U...U Ui_. 
Proof. If ~EH then q[n]EH[n] and therefore q[n] =pj[n] for some je{ 1, . . . ,m). We 
get 
and therefore 
qEB(pj. l/2”“‘)& Ui,. n 
Lemma 7.10. !f‘H is u compuct subset of‘ Porn then H is of‘,finite partition. 
Proof. If H =fi then H is of finite partition. Now let H #f~ be a compact subset of Pam. 
We assume that there exists a natural number N > 1 such that H[N] is infinite. Let H’ 
be an infinite subset of H which satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) H[N] = H’[N], 
(ii) plNlfqlN1 Vp,q~ff’. pfy. 
We define 
Claim 1. (U,),,I,s is an open cover of H. 
Proof. Let q be a pomset in H. Since ~[N]EH[N]=H’[N] there exists a pomset 
~EH’ with q[N]=p[N] and therefore 
q~ B( p, l/2”) G CJ,. 
Claim 2. For each finite subset H” of H’ there exists a pomset ~EH with 
Proof. If H” is a finite subset of 
satisfies condition (ii) we get that 
H’ we can choose a pomset ~EH’\ H”. Since H’ 
qCNIEH’\ 
We conclude that (Up)peH, is an infinite open cover of H which does not contain 
a finite subcover of H. Since H is compact this is impossible. C 
By Lemmas 7.9 and 7.10 we immediately get the following theorem. 
Theorem 7.11. A pomsrt c1u.s.s is offinite partition fund only if’ it is compuct. 
Lemma 7.12. Jf’cE FinPrimrEvo then Z&,(E) is a pomset cluss of’,finitr pmrtition. 
Proof. Let E = (E, <, #, I)E FinPrimeEr~o and II 2 1. Since the set E[n] is finite the 
power set of E[n] is also finite. Therefore, the set of all left-closed and conflict-free 
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subsets of E[n] is finite. We get 
Xe(s)[n] = { p[n]: ~E&(E} E {sr A: A ~E[rz] left-closed and conflict-free) 
is a finite set. 0 
Lemma 7.13. For each compact subset H of Porn there exists ajnitely approximahle 
prime event structure E with X,(&)=H. If HEPorn* then H=~$(&),for some E#@. 
Proof. If H = 0 then H = X0(0). Now we assume that H #8. By Lemma 7.10 we get 
that H is of finite partition. Since H [n] is finite there exist finite families (~1, . . . , pi,,) of 
pomsets p; =(Ey, < 1, /T) with 
(1) depth(pl)<n and p;=q;[n] for some q:cH, 
(2) p;#pq for all 1 <i<jbk,, 
(3) H=H;uH”,u... uH;” where Hy={pcH: p[n]=pl}. 
Since p;“[n] =q;+l[n]EH[n] ={ p;, ,p;,} (property (3)) there exist surjective 
mappings 
a,:{1 ,..., k,+i}+{l,..., k,} 
with ~;+‘[n]=p”,~~~, for i= 1, . . . , k,+I. The mappings 
@;:{I ,..., k,+I)+{l ,..., k,}, 
O<m<n, are defined as follows: 
a:(i) = 
i 
~nlO~nl+l 0 . ..oo.(i) if 1 <m<n, 
1 if m=O. 
We may assume w.1.o.g. that 
(i) El+‘[n]=E” O,(i)’ <” on(i) = G i “+‘nEt Ci)x Ei 
p=ma;{m: 
Ci) and I” =l;+lIE;nCi). ,Jn(l) 
(ii) If l<i<j<k,+, and i)<m<n, a:(i) = a;( j)} then 
El+‘nEq+’ =Ez..,4,. 
Let E=(E, <, $,I) be given by 
<=u u <;, 
1121 lQi<k, 
I: E+Act, l(e)=Il(e) if eEE7 
and # ={(eI,e2)EE x E: 3e;, e;EEe; deI, e;dez r\(e’,, e;)EC} where 
C= U U (E;+‘\E[n])x(EJ+‘\E[n]). 
II>0 l<i,j6k,+1 
iij 
It is easy to see that CEFinPrimeEc and that El is left-closed and conflict-free with 
srE;=p; for all n> 1 and 1 <id/~,,. 
Let I be the set of all (infinite) sequences (jn)n8 1 with 1 <j, < k, and a,( j,,+ i) =j, for 
all n> 1. 
Then the set of all left-closed and maximal conflict-free subsets of E is 
Then X0(s)= [&[A: AEK ). Now we show that H = X0(&). 
(1) For each ~CGH and n>l there exists an index j.E(l,...,k,) with p[n]=p;,. 
Then a,( jn+ 1) =j, for all n 3 1 and therefore ( j,Jna 1 ~1 and 
(2) For each TEXT there exists a sequence (j,,),,>i~I such that p=&rA where 
A= u E;,,EK. 
PI>1 
Then p[n]=&rE~~~=p~,,=qj”,~[n] for all n>l and p=limqyMEH=H. U 
Theorem 7.14. The,function 5 : FinPrimeEz~,+Pomo , * F(c) = &(.c), is well dqjined. We 
hcwe 
(a) Y(p)= (p) j3r all pEPomg. 
(b) r-(&i o~~~)=.~-(c~)o~~(E~) jbr ull c,,c,EFinPrimeEuo und op~( +, 11,;;. 
.Y(op(&))=op(.Y(~)) where op is II prefixing, u reluhelling or II restriction operator. 
(c) The imuge ?f’Y is the collection of all compact pomset claws. 
(d) Jf c #@ then Y(E)EPom*. In particular Y 1 FinPrimeEt;-+Pom* is well dqfined and 
the imuye is the collection qf all nonempty and compact pomset c1asse.s. 
Proof. F is well defined by Lemma 7.12. (a) is an easy verification. (c) and (d) follow 
immediately by Lemma 7.13. We only have to show property (b). 
Since .X,(c, op cZ) =X,‘,‘(E~) op X0(&,) (Theorem 7.7) and since H, op H, is closed 
whenever HI and H, are closed we get 
,~(el+t:2)=~~(&,)u~(EZ)=.~(&l)+~(E~), 
Y(E, 11 cz)s9-(el) 11 Y(&z). 
F-(61; CZ)sr(EI): 9-(62). 
Let op be one of the operators 11 or ; and let pI,p2 be pomsets in Y-(&i) resp. Y(sZ). 
Then there exist sequences (P,,~),,~~ in HO with 
lim ~~,~=p~, i= I.2 
n- XZ 
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Since d(p, ~PP,, P”,~ opp.,AGmax{d(pl, P,,& d(p2, PA) we have 
p1 OPPZ= h P”,I ~PP,,~M&I ~PE~)=~_(E~ ~PEZ). 
n-m 
It follows that F-(&r) op .T(E~) G T-(E~ op Ed). 
Since prefixing is a special case of the sequence operator we get 
~(a~&)=~(~; &)=%?(a) ; F(E)={ q ) ; s(&)=ct.zT(&). 
In the same way of above it can be shown that Y(op(~))=op(T(~)) where op denotes 
restriction or relabelling. 0 
Remark 7.15. F is not continuous. We consider the following sequence (E,),~ 1 which 
converges to E: 
E, = 
pJ_--------__,, 
\ 
I 
q + q +...--$ Q 
Y 
nfl 
and 
E4 
&= 
m-m +...+ q + q --+... 
Then d(~,, E) = l/2” and lim &, =E. Since E is a pomset we have X0(&)= {E}. Since 
we get d(s&(~,), X0(c))= 1. 
Theorem 7.16. Let Co be one of the symbol-algebras with guardedness conditions O0 or 
LoI. For all processes (CT, s), (a’, s’)EY(LO, Idf) we have 
d(pom*((o, s)), pom*((a’, s’)))dd(ev,,,((o, s)), ev,,,((o’, s’>)X 
pom*((a, s))=%(ev,,,((~, s))) 
Proof. If E =(E, <, #, l)EFinPrimeEvQ then #e denotes the set of direct conflicts. Ev 
denotes the class of all finitely approximable prime event structures E=(E, 6, #, 1) 
such that for all events e,,e,EE: If er #oe2 then depth(eI)=depth(e2). 
It is easy to see that Eu is closed under +, II,;, restriction, relabelling and prefixing 
and that 
EEEV o E[n]EEv Vn>O. 
We show that YIEL’ is weakly contracting and that for each process (G, s)EP(G, Id/‘) 
we have: ez:,,,( ( (T, S))E Et,. 
Claim 1. !J’EEEP then XO(~[n])=XO(.7)[n] ,fiw ull ~30. 
Proof. Let K resp. K’ denote the set of all left-closed subsets of E resp. E[n] which are 
maximal conflict-free with respect to the conflict relation of e resp. e[n]. It is enough to 
show that K’= (A[n]: AEK). 
“s”: If A’EK’ then there exists AeK with A’s A. We show that A’=A[n]. Since 
for each event e in A’ the depth of P (as an event of E) is at most II we get 
A’G A[n]. Now, let e be an event in A[n]. We assume that e$A’. Since A’ is 
maximal conflict-free (with respect to the conflict relation of ~[n]) and since 
LEA [n] \A’ there exists an event r’+sA’ with e # e’, It follows that r and e’ are 
conflicting events which belong to A. This is a contradiction to the conflict- 
freeness of A. 
“2”: If AE K then A [n] is a left-closed and conflict-free subset of E[n]. We have to 
show that A [rl] is maximal conflict-free with respect to the conflict relation of 
E[H]. Let e be an event in E[n] \, A[n]. Then e$A. There exists an event t’,.,~ A 
with c # eA. Let c’ resp. e> be the predecessors of e resp. eA such that e’ and 
e> are in direct conflict, Since A is left-closed we have e>+sA. Since REEF we 
get dept/z(ea)=depth(c~‘) <rlcpth(c)<n. Therefore: r>~A[n] and e # e’,.,. 
Claim 2. ~(F(E~), .F(c,))<~(E,,E~) tI~~,~~cElc. 
Proof. Let E~,E~EEz). If e1=s2 then there is nothing to show. Otherwise there exists 
UEFV such that d(si.e,)= l/2”and PEF(F~). There exists p’~&(sr) with d(p,p’)< l/2”. 
Then p[rl] =p’[n]~&(~~)[n] and (by Claim I) 
~~(El)[n]=,~~(E,[n])=~~(E2[11])=~X0(&2)[11]. 
Let L~E.K~(c~) with p[n] =q[n]. We get 
Analogously 
We conclude d(F(si), F(E~))< l/2”. 
Claim 3. ru,,,((a, s))~Er V((T, s)eP(&;, [c-if). 
Proof. Let a~9(0,I&“)). We show by induction on n6N0 that 
(i) er,,,((cr, s))[n]~Ec for each guarded statement SE_Y(O, Idf). 
(ii) If rz> 1 then eUcm\((c, s))[n- l] E f E I‘ or each statement .sEY(~G,I~~‘). 
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For simplicity we only consider the case 0 = 0e. In the case n = 0 there is nothing to 
show. Induction step n * n+ 1: We prove (i) and (ii) by structural induction on the 
syntax of .s~_Y. 
Basis qf induction. If s=cr~Act then 
ev,,,( (6, cz)) = q E Ev. 
If s=.x~ldf then we have to show that ev cms((cr, x))[n]~Ev. We get (by induction 
hypothesis (i) applied to the guarded statement a(x)): 
Induction step. 
Case 1. .s=si opsz where opt{ +, I/ ). 
(i) 
(ii) 
Ifs is a guarded statement then si and s2 are guarded and we get by induction 
hypothesis (i) (applied to .sr and sz): ev,,,((o, .si))[n + l]~Ev, i= 1,2. Since Ev is 
closed under the operator op we get 
~~,,,~~~~~>~C~+~l=~~~~~s~~~~~~>~C~+~1~~~~~,,~~~~~2~~C~+~1~C~+~l 
belongs to Ev. 
We get by induction hypothesis (ii) (applied to sr and s2): ev,,,((a, sr ))[n]~Ev 
and ev,,,((g, s2))[n]~Ev. Since Ev is closed under the operator op we conclude: 
cvcms(<~r s>)Cnl = ebd(~~ s1 >I Cnl w ebd(~~ s2 >)Cnl 
belongs to Ev. 
Case 2. s =sr; sa: By induction hypothesis (ii) (applied to s2) we have 
ev,,,((o, sZ))lnlEE~. 
(i) 
(ii) 
Ifs is guarded then s1 is guarded. We get by induction hypothesis (i) applied to 
sr: 
ev,,,((a, sl))[n+ l]~Ev. 
Since Ev is closed under ; we get 
s=ev,,,((0, sr))Cn + 11 ; eh,((a, .y2))CnlEEv. 
It follows (since evcms((d, si))#@): 
evc,,((o,s>)[n+l]=~[n+l]~Ev. 
By induction hypothesis (ii) applied to sr we have ev,,,((o, sl))[n]EEv and 
therefore 
s=ev,,,((~, sl>)Cnl ; ev,,,(<~, ~2))CnlEEv. 
We conclude that ev,,,((a, s))[n] =&[n] belongs to Ev. 
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Claim 4. X0(c) is closedjbr euch EEEV. 
Proof. Let E=(E, 6, #,l)~Ev and let (P,,),,~~ be a sequence in X0(&) which converges 
to some pomset p. We have to show that BE.%,. 
We may assume w.1.o.g. that 
d(p,, p,,,)C& Vm3n30. 
There exist left-closed and maximal conflict-free subsets A, of E with P,,=E[A,. Since 
the sets A,[k] are subsets of the finite set E[k] there exists a subsequence (pnJkBO of 
(P~)“~,, such that A,,Jk]=A.,Jk] for all mak>O. We define 
A = U kkCkl. 
k30 
Then A is a left-closed and conflict-free subset of E. Since 
we get p=~rA. Now we have to show that A is maximal conflict-free. (Then p is 
a maximal component of E and belongs to X0(&).) 
Let e be an event in E\A, depth(e)= k. Then e$A+. Since A,k is maximal conflict- 
free there exists an event eoEAnk such that e and e. are in conflict. Since EEEU the 
predecessors e’ resp. eb of e resp. rb which are in direct conflict have the same depth. 
We conclude e # eb and 
depth(eb)=depth(e’)<depth(e)=k. 
Since A,,& is left-closed eb belongs to Ank. We get ebEA,Jk] EA. 0 
7.3. Thr consistenq~ ef’ rhe prime event structure and pomsrr class semanCcs 
Theorem 7.17. The ,fimction p : FinPrimeEvo + Porn;, E H X0(&), is a noncontinuous 
hotllomorphismfLom FinPrimeEv@ as an U1-ems to Porn; as an C!ll-ems. The,funcrion 
p 1 FinPrimeEv+Pom* 
is a homomorphism,from FinPritneEv as an Oo-ems to Porn** as an Oo-ems. In particular 
\z‘e have 
P ‘eUcrns =potn*. 
The image of p is the s&space of the nonempty and compact subsets qf Porno. 
For each process (a, s)E.Y(~‘, ldf) M!e have 
pom*(<a, .s))=G(ev,,,((o, s))) 
is a compacf pornset class. 
The restriction qf p on those event structures which are the meaning of some process 
(a, s)E~(O, lif) is weakly contracting, i.e. 
d(pom*((a, s)), pom*(<a’, s’)))bd(ev,,,((~, s)), ebd(a’, s’))) 
,for all (a, s), (a’, s’)E~(@, Idf’). Here 0 = Gccs resp. O,,. 
Proof. Follows immediately by Theorem 7.14 and Theorem 7.16. 0 
Let us assume that there is a homomorphism f: Pom*+FinPrimeEv. Then by 
Theorem 3.11 ,f c porn* = ev,,,. This is impossible since eu,,, is a branching time 
semantics whereas porn* is a linear time semantics for 9. For example we regard the 
primitive statements s1 = z; (/I + y) and s2 = cx; fi + cc; y. These statements have the same 
meaning in Porn* 
pom*(sI)=pom*(.s,)= ( q + [PI, q 4 q ) 
but the meanings in FinPrimeEv are different: 
The reason for this difference is founded in the distributive law which holds in Porn* 
but not in FinPrimeEv@. 
8. Pomset classes and partial orders 
In this section we point out that the use of a partial order instead of the Hausdorff 
metric on pomset classes causes some problems. We consider a very simple subset of 
CCS where the statements are given by the production system 
s ::= nil 1 s 1 sl+s, 1 x.s, 
i.e. we consider the language Y(C, rr(l’) where C consists of the 0-ary operator symbol 
nil, the 1 -ary prefixing operator symbols and the binary operator symbol +. It seems 
to be natural that the pomset class meaning of the language .Y(C, Idf) is consistent 
with the event structure meaning in the style of the consistency result of Theorem 7.17, 
i.e. pom*((a, s))=&(ev,,,((~, s))) for all processes (a, s) over .Y(C,Idf). We show 
that the cpo approach as proposed in Section 4 cannot be applied to define such 
a denotational pomset class semantics, even if we only allow guarded declarations. In 
the following G is the restriction of Occs to the operator symbols of C. In addition we 
assume that Idf consists of a single variable x. 
Let 2 denote the collection of all subsets of Porno. We assume that there exists 
a semantic domain D c X and a partial order on D such that D becomes a C-cpo 
where 8 is the associated meaning of nil, the union is the semantic operator for 
modelling nondeterminism and the prefixing operators are defined as in Definition 6.4 
and such that the meaning of a process (CJ, .s)EP(O, (.x) ) induced by Theorem 4.4 
equals to the set of maximal components of its event structure meaning ~P,,,,(((T, s)). 
It seems to be natural that 8 as the meaning of rlil is the bottom element of D. By 
Remark 4.5 we know that the meaning of a recursive program (a, .x) is the supremum 
of its finite approximations. We will see that this is impossible. 
We show that there does not exist a partial order L on a suitable subset D of 
Z such that there exists a meaning function pom*:.9(G, (.x;)-D which uses the 
union as semantic choice operator, @ as the associated meaning of nil and the prefixing 
operators as defined in Section 6 and which satisfies the following conditions: 
@ED is the bottom element, i.e. flc H for all HED, 
D is closed under prefixing and +, 
the semantic choice operator + (i.e. the union) is monotone, 
pom*((o, s))=&(rc,,,((o, s))) for all (a, s)~.Y(fi, (.Y)). 
ponz* applied to a recursive program equals the supremum of its finite approxima- 
tions. 
The last condition means that for each guarded statement s the sequence (H,),,, 
where 
H,=@, H,+l= vlC.sl(H,) 
is monotone, i.e. H, c HI 5: H, E . . . , and the supremum of this sequence exists and 
equals the pomset class meaning of (c. X) where CJ(.Y)=.S. Here Y[.s] : D+D is defined 
by structural induction: 
Y[nil](H)=@, 
V[x](H)= H. 
vl[cc.s](H)=cc. Y[s](H), 
‘f’[s, +s,](H)= Y’[s,](H)+ Y’[.s2](H). 
Now we show that under these conditions there exists I, JED with I # 
J c I. 
Notation 8.1. For each natural number tl> I the pomset iln is given by 
pn= q -m+...-+B 
I V I 
n 
p denotes the limit of (P,),~ , i.e. 
p=B -+ q -+ q +... 
We define 
H,=@, H,=(P,;. H=(p). 
J and I c J. 
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Lemma 8.2. H,, is the pomset class meaning af the primitive statement \CI. a,. . x, nil. 
In particular H,ED. ” 
(a) The sequence (H,),,, is monotone. 
(b) HED and H is the supremum of the sequence (H,),,,. 
Proof. Let s = x x and CJ the declaration with a(.~) = s. Since eLl,,,((g, x)) = p we have 
pom*((o,~))=X~(p)=-(p}=H. 
Since Y[s](H)=cc.H and therefore Hn+l= Y [s] (H,) for all n 3 0 we conclude that 
H, L HI L ... and that the supremum of (H,), 20 exists and equals to the pomset class 
meaning of (8, x). We get 
H=pom*((a,x))= i H,. 0 
n=O 
Notations8.3. Let t and u be the following statements over (0, (x)): 
t=x.r.x+r.x.nil, u=r.a.(.u+nil)+cc.r.nil. 
The pomset classes I,, J, are defined as 
Lemma 8.4. For each n > 1 we have: I,, Jng D and 
(a) J,=(p,i: ldidn)=jp,,p,,...,pz,i, 
(b) Jn={pi: 2did2n+l}=Cp,,pJ,p4,...,~2~~~z~+1), 
(c) I,EJ,fbralln>l, 
(d) J,L In+l for all n3 1. 
Proof. First we show (a) and (b): By definition of I, and J, we get immediately that I, 
and J,, belong to D. It is easy to see that for all KED: 
Then we get the desired result by induction on n. 
NOW we show (c) and (d): Let K,= { p2i+ 1: 1 < i<nj. 
(c) First we show that I, L K,: By Lemma 8.2(a) we have Hi g Hi+ 1. Since+ = u is 
monotone we get (by (a) and (b)): 
I, = H, + H4 + . . . +H,,LH,+H,+ .‘. +H2n+l=Kn. 
Therefore I, = I, + I, c I, + K, = J,,. 
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(d) By Lemma 8.2(a) we have H,i- 1 c H2i. By the monotony of + = u and by (a) 
and (b) we get 
J,=I,+(Hs+Hs+ ... +H,,+,)EI,+(H,+H,+ ... +H2n+2)=In+1. 0 
Lemma 8.5. The pomset classes 
I= iP2”: n>l}u{p}, J={p,: n32)ujpJ 
belong to D and we have I L J and J L I. 
Proof. It is easy to see that I resp. J is the set of maximal components of the event 
structure evCma ((a,, x)) resp. evcm((rru, x)) where a,(x)= t and o,(x)= u. Therefore 
I=pom*((r~,, x))ED and J=pom*((a,,, x))ED. 
By definition of I, and J, we have 
I= u I,, J= u J,. 
?I30 PI>0 
By Lemma 8.4(c) and (d) we have 
I= IIj Z,L ij J,=J, 
n=O n=O 
J= lj J,E i l,+l=I. U 
n=O n=O 
Hence our assumption of the existence of a partial order satisfying the conditions 
above leads to the contradiction I = J. 
Appendix A. The definitions of the operators on prime event structures 
A.I. The prefixing operator [3, 141 
r . E describes a process which first performs CI and then behaves like E. We get c( . E by 
creating a new event e. labelled by x which has not predecessors. All events of E are 
successors of ea. 
Definition A.l. Let E=(E, 6, #, 1)EPrimeEv and EE Act. Then 
r.&=(Eu{eol, <u{(eo, e): eEEu(eo}i, #,lu{(eo, z)j), 
where eoq! E. 
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A.2. The nondeterministic choice operator + [14] 
e1 +e2 describes a process which behaves either like s1 or like Q,. The decision for 
which alternative is chosen is given by performing the first action. We get &I +Q by 
taking the union where each pair (e,, e2) of events ei in si is in conflict. 
Definition A.2. Let si=(Ei,Bi, #i, li)EPrimeEu, i= 1,2, E,nEz=@ Then 
E~+E~=(E~u&, < tuGa, #, IIU~Z), 
where # = # 1u # 2uE1 x E2uE, x E,. 
Example A.3. 
A.3. The parallel operator 11 without synchronisation [3] 
&I IIe2 stands for the process which performs s1 and .s2 in parallel (without syn- 
chronisation). We get sI IIs by taking the “independent union”. This means 
i(e1#e2)Ai(el~e2)Ai(e2#el) 
for each pair (e,, e2) of events ei in Ei. 
Definition A.4. Let Ei=(Ei, bi, #i, li)EPrimeEu, i= 1,2, 
EI l/~z=(E~uEz, dludz, #1u#2, I,ul,). 
Example A.5. 
E, nE, = 0. Then 
A.4. The parallel operator 1 with synchronisation [13] 
Definition A.6. Let si =(Ei, <<i, # i, li), i= 1,2, be prime event structures. We assume 
w.1.o.g. that El n E2 = 8. 
%kWO?& 13 E2) = %mn, denotes the set of possible communications: 
%? Comm={(elr edEEl x Ez: ll(eJ=L(ed#~} 
and let %? denote the set of all possible events ~=E1uE2u%&,,,,, 
Let * be a symbol which neither belongs to E, nor to E,. We identify each event P in 
aI resp. a2 with (e, *) resp. (*,e). We extend <i and the conflict relation on E,u(*) in 
the following way: 
(1) (edi*)v(*<$) =3 e=* V’eE&u(*), 
(2) l(L'#i*)Al(*#ie)~'r~EiU(*j. 
Let Rc6 be the transitive. reflexive closure of + where the binary relation + on %F is 
given by 
(el,e,)+(e;,c;) :o [(r,61P;)Al(e2>2r;)]v[(c,~ze;)Al(e,>le;)]. 
The conflict relation #<(. on %? is given by 
v [(r1 =c;)A(e2#e;)] v [(ez=c;)A(e, #e’,)]. 
A nonempty subset C of $9 is called 
l I&-closed if for each pair (e,, P~)EC we have: 
(i) If r’, is an event in aI such that e; < re, then there exists an event L’; in ca such 
that (e;, P;)EC and (e;, e;)-+(rr, 02). 
(ii) If e; is an event in a2 such that e; < zez then there exists an event r’, in et such 
that (e;, P;)EC and (r;, P;)+(P,, e2). 
0 c~~~jIic~t+~e if 7 (t #M 5’) for all 4. (‘EC. 
l lineor if cc= R,nC x C is a partial order on C (i.e. <c is antisymmetric) and if 
there exists a unique maximal element (with respect to <c) in C. (This is denoted by 
max(C).) 
0 depth,fir?ite if 
max ricpth,,( e) < z . i= 1.2, 
<%77,(Cl 
7rr(C)= (PEE,: (P,P’)EC for some L”EE~u[*) ), 
rc,(C)= [PEEL: (ti’.e)~C for some c'EE~u(*) ). 
Let E denote the set of all left-closed, conflict-free, linear and depth-finite subsets of +Z. 
We define a conflict relation # on E as follows: 
Then 
c~(E~=(E, G, #,I) 
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is an event structure where the labelhng function I:E+Acr is given by 
l(C)= 
Ii(maX(C)) if maX(C)EEi, i= 1,2, 
? if max(C)&f&,,. 
Example A.7. Let sl,aZ, .sj resp. s4 be given by 
Since .z2 and s3 do not contain complementary actions no communication in E~/E~ is 
possible. We get 
The events labelled by C resp. c in s3 resp. s4 are able to communicate. We get 
Next we look for s1 I cj. .The c-event in sj has two possibilities to communicate. We get 
AS. The restriction operator 
If L c Act \ {z) then E\ L describes a process which behaves like E when all actions in 
LuL are forbidden. 
DefinitionA.8. Let&=(E, 6, #,l)~PrimeEcand LzAct\{z}.Then.s\L=&rE’where 
E’=(ecE,: el G EL;, E,*=jesE: /(e)$LuL). 
A.6. The relubelling operator 
If i: Act+Act is a relabelling function then ~(2) behaves like E where each action 
M is substituted by A(r). 
Definition A.9. Let E=(E, 6, #, /)ePrimeEc and A: Act-Act a relabelling function. 
Then 
It is easy to see that + and 1, are commutative and associative. ; is an associative 
operator with (Ed + c2); E = Ed; F + .zZ; E. @ is neutral with respect to +, 11 and ;. Prefixing 
is a special case of the sequence operator: 
a.&= q ; E. 
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